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prokaryotes vs. eukaryotes

26 Questions

Has membrane bound organelles

a) Prokaryote b) Eukaryote

c) both

What two organelles have their own DNA separate from the
nuclear DNA and are evidence for the endosymbiotic theory?

a) chloroplasts and mitochondria b) mitochondria and ribosomes

c) vacuoles and mitochondria

Only Eukaryotes have a nucleus

a) True b) False

What shape of bacteria is shown in the picture?

a) Bacilli b) Cocci

c) Spirilla
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What shape of bacteria is shown in the picture?

a) Bacilli b) Cocci

c) Spirilla

The term prokaryotic means what-literally?

a) "False nucleus" b) "Before the nucleus"

c) "True nucleus" d) "Before the cell"

Which type of cell is bigger?

a) Prokaryotic b) Eukaryotic 

What does a flagellum do?

a) It helps the cell move. b) It helps the cell make protein.

c) It stores water and energy for the cell to use
later.

d) I don't know, but it looks cool.  

Where can you find the DNA in a prokaryotic cell?

a) The nucleus b) The cell envelope

c) The ribosomes d) The nucleoid  

The lysosome helps a cell _____.

a) look so good b) store extra water and nutrients

c) replicate d) digest its food

Oldest type of cell

a) Prokaryote b) Eukaryote

c) both

A blood cell is a _______________________.

a) prokaryotic cell b) eukaryotic cell

c) Golgi cell d) bacterial cell
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Where can you find the DNA in a prokarotic cell?

a) in the nucleus b) in the cytoplasm

c) in the flagellum d) in the ribosomes

__________________________ are the organelles where
proteins are made.

a) Smooth endoplasmic reticulum b) Rough endoplasmic reticulum

c) Prokaryotes d) Ribosomes

Many types of pneumonia are caused by the pneumenococcus
bacterium. Which of the following must be true?

a) There is no DNA in pneumenococcus b) There is no nucleus in pneumenococcus

c) There are no ribosomes in pneumenococcus d) There is no plasma membrane in
pneumenococcus

This is a picture of:

a) Prokaryote b) Eukaryote

Has membrane bound organelles

a) Prokaryote b) Eukaryote

c) both

Has Mitochondria

a) Prokaryote b) Eukaryote

c) both

Has cytoplasm

a) Prokaryote b) Eukaryote

c) both

multicellular

a) Prokaryote b) Eukaryote

c) both
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The theory that mitochondria and chloroplasts were once
ancient prokaryotic is called

a) endosymbiotic theory b) seed theory

c) primordial soup d) origin of life

The theory that eukaryotic cells evolved from ancient free-
living prokaryotes that invaded other prokaryotic cells is
called: 

a) endosymbiotic theory b) big bang theory

c) cell theory d) JoJo theory

Theory that says eukaryotic cells formed from symbiosis
among several different prokaryotes.

a) Natural Selection b) Biogenesis Theory

c) Evolutionary Theory d) Endosymbiotic Theory

The endosymbiotic theory states that

a) the first organisms were microscopic algae
and bacteria.

b) viruses arose from fragments of prokaryotic
cells.

c) prokaryotic cells arose from organelles of
eukaryotes.

d) eukaryotic cells arose from communities of
prokaryotes.

These cells reproduce EXCLUSIVELY asexually.

a) Prokaryotic cells b) Eukaryotic cells

These cells can be single celled or multicellular.

a) Prokaryotic cells b) Eukaryotic cells
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Answer Key
1. b
2. a
3. a
4. b
5. a
6. b
7. b

8. a
9. d
10. d
11. a
12. b
13. b
14. d

15. b
16. b
17. b
18. b
19. c
20. b
21. a

22. a
23. d
24. d
25. a
26. b


